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Simulations of Blood Flow in Artificial and Natural Hearts

The accurate numerical modelling of blood flow in natural vessels and artificial devices requires the 
simultaneous determination of both the fluid flow and the motion of deformable solid walls because fluid 
and solid motions are coupled through forces on the boundaries. This problem is widely known as fluid-
structure interaction (FSI) and poses significant numerical challenges which are currently being addressed 
by the international CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) research community. The general objective of the 
present research is to develop efficient and accurate numerical methods for the simulation of natural and 
artificial cardiovascular organs and devices. Due to the scarcity of experimental results suitable for FSI 
studies, the research also includes high resolution in vitro measurements in simplified models of such systems.

Using the commercial software package ADINA, we have been able to simulate blood flow in an idealized 
pulsatile ventricular assist device (VAD) with an elastic diaphragm. Experiments consisting of flow 
visualization, laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) and particle image velocimetry (PIV)  are in progress using a 
model constructed out of polished acrylic material and filled with a refractive index matching fluid. Initial 
studies show the viability of obtaining both experimental and computational results in this idealized device, 
which allows comparisons to validate the computational results and the adopted FSI approach.

Previous simulations of the heart have generally focussed on either the fluid mechanics of blood or the solid 
mechanics of the heart muscles.  We are currently working on combining 
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these two phenomena into a fully-coupled FSI model of the ventricles of the 
heart.  Two geometries, an idealized left ventricle and a realistic model 
containing left and right ventricles, are being studied, based on available 
measurements for canine hearts.  To account for the presence of muscle 
fibres in the heart wall, a transversely-isotropic material model has been 
devised and validated for use in the computational models.  Solid-only 
simulations have been performed for the idealized geometry, along with 
preliminary FSI simulations using a simplified material model.  Ongoing work 
includes the extension of the simulations to the realistic geometry, 
implementing a more realistic material model in the FSI simulations, and 
extending the FSI simulations to the large deformations commonly found in 
the heart.
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